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Processing
Three people cross paths in the north Georgia woods one night, setting into motion a race to catch a ruthless and chillingly
inventive serial killer. On a run through the woods outside her north Georgia hometown, defense attorney Ama Chaplin
encounters a mysterious hiker and recognizes him, too late, as a sociopath she successfully defended when he was a
teenager. In the intervening seventeen years, Ama changed her name and moved to Atlanta, anxious to put her past
behind her. Michael Walton, her young client, grew into a ruthless and inventive murderer. And now that he’s caught her,
he can put a twisted, years-in-the-making plot into motion. Neither of them knows that someone else saw her go into the
woods alone: Eddie Stevens, whose daughter Hazel vanished on the same spot a year ago. The police think she ran away.
Eddie believes the truth is much worse. Grieving and desperate, he’d planned to kill himself to return attention to his
daughter’s cold case, but he can’t shake the feeling that something happened to Ama, the runner he saw disappear into the
trees. When she doesn’t come back out, he heads into the woods with a loaded gun to check on her. Meanwhile, the local
police department’s newest detective connects the dots between two cold cases and begins to suspect he’s dealing with a
serial killer—but time is running out to save Ama, and he’ll need to make some unlikely allies to face down the dangers
lurking in the woods.

Poultry Meat Processing
Presents an introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform.
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The Handsome Man
Processing: Creative Coding and Generative Art in Processing 2 is a fun and creative approach to learning programming.
Using the easy to learn Processing programming language, you will quickly learn how to draw with code, and from there
move to animating in 2D and 3D. These basics will then open up a whole world of graphics and computer entertainment. If
you’ve been curious about coding, but the thought of it also makes you nervous, this book is for you; if you consider
yourself a creative person, maybe worried programming is too non-creative, this book is also for you; if you want to learn
about the latest Processing 2.0 language release and also start making beautiful code art, this book is also definitely for
you. You will learn how to develop interactive simulations, create beautiful visualizations, and even code imagemanipulation applications. All this is taught using hands-on creative coding projects. Processing 2.0 is the latest release of
the open-source Processing language, and includes exciting new features, such as OpenGL 2 support for enhanced 3D
graphics performance. Processing: Creative Coding and Generative Art in Processing 2 is designed for independent learning
and also as a primary text for an introductory computing class. Based on research funded by the National Science
Foundation, this book brings together some of the most engaging and successful approaches from the digital arts and
computer science classrooms. Teaches you how to program using a fun and creative approach. Covers the latest release of
the Processing 2.0 language. Presents a research based approach to learning computing.

You're Hired!
"I loved this book not just from the first chapter or the first page but from the first paragraph The voice is just so honest and
riveting and insightful about creativity and life." —Curtis Sittenfeld #ReadWithJenna Book Club Pick as Featured on Today
Emma Roberts Belletrist Book Club Pick A New York Times Book Review’s Group Text Selection An extraordinary new novel
of art, love, and ambition from Lily King, the New York Times bestselling author of Euphoria Following the breakout success
of her critically acclaimed and award-winning novel Euphoria, Lily King returns with another instant New York Times
bestseller: an unforgettable portrait of an artist as a young woman. Blindsided by her mother’s sudden death, and wrecked
by a recent love affair, Casey Peabody has arrived in Massachusetts in the summer of 1997 without a plan. Her mail
consists of wedding invitations and final notices from debt collectors. A former child golf prodigy, she now waits tables in
Harvard Square and rents a tiny, moldy room at the side of a garage where she works on the novel she’s been writing for
six years. At thirty-one, Casey is still clutching onto something nearly all her old friends have let go of: the determination to
live a creative life. When she falls for two very different men at the same time, her world fractures even more. Casey’s fight
to fulfill her creative ambitions and balance the conflicting demands of art and life is challenged in ways that push her to
the brink. Writers & Lovers follows Casey—a smart and achingly vulnerable protagonist—in the last days of a long youth, a
time when every element of her life comes to a crisis. Written with King’s trademark humor, heart, and intelligence, Writers
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& Lovers is a transfixing novel that explores the terrifying and exhilarating leap between the end of one phase of life and
the beginning of another.

Artist and Computer
Processing opened up the world of programming to artists, designers, educators, and beginners. The Processing.py Python
implementation of Processing reinterprets it for today's web. This short book gently introduces the core concepts of
computer programming and working with Processing. Written by the co-founders of the Processing project, Reas and Fry,
along with co-author Allison Parrish, Getting Started with Processing.py is your fast track to using Python's Processing
mode.

Rapid Android Development
Donald J. Trump had essentially zero experience running for office and his candidacy for President of the United States was
opposed by many in both parties that dominate American politics. Nevertheless, in 2016 the American people told him
"You're hired!". As an insider, scholar, and Chief Economist of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, Casey Mulligan
presents riveting first-hand accounts of President Trump's engagement with policy and politics. The struggle between
Trump and a ruling class is skillfully presented by revealing business practices that President Trump is using to dismantle
and reshape the Federal administrative state. It proves that today's populism has some real substance, but also
acknowledges Trump's political incorrectness. You're Hired! brilliantly details the administration's successes and failures
alongside the scandals, and accurately portrays the approach and capabilities of our President and our government. You will
feel like an insider as you learn how Trump handles auto companies, Senator Bernie Sanders, immigration, international aid,
the 2016 election, Twitter, and more that the news media has often failed to report or explain. Rigorous evidence is detailed
on assertions that the White House staff is in perpetual chaos which is directly attributable to the President. A fascinating
comparison of the similarities and differences between Presidents Reagan and Trump is presented along with topics
including Obamacare, Putin, the opioid epidemic, and tariffs. This book highlights the great divides created by the President
and his "Make America Great Again" (MAGA) supporters being on one side and a small, unelected, and insulated class who
have years of experience running, and reporting on the Federal government being on the other side. Anyone wanting to
understand, emulate, or oppose President Trump's "populist" methods will be enthralled by accurate first-hand accounts of
how he engages with policy and politics.

Arduino Cookbook
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Processing
Generative design, once known only to insiders as a revolutionary method of creating artwork, models, and animations with
programmed algorithms, has in recent years become a popular tool for designers. By using simple languages such as
JavaScript in p5.js, artists and makers can create everything from interactive typography and textiles to 3D-printed
furniture to complex and elegant infographics. This updated volume gives a jump-start on coding strategies, with step-bystep tutorials for creating visual experiments that explore the possibilities of color, form, typography, and images.
Generative Design includes a gallery of all-new artwork from a range of international designers—fine art projects as well as
commercial ones for Nike, Monotype, Dolby Laboratories, the musician Bjork, and others.

Writers & Lovers
I never thought I'd have a sexual awakening at 34, but, wellhere I am: River Burke, novice deviant and master class
neurotic mess. With my laundry list of control issues, submission doesn't exactly come naturally, but I figure if I can find the
right person-someone big, buff, and crazy intimidating-maybe I can learn to let go. And then in walks Ellison Fitch. He's not
at all what I thought I was looking for, but with his piercing eyes, his too-personal questions, and his brilliant mind, he's
under my skin from the moment we meet. He makes me squirm in all the best ways with nothing but a look and a word,
and I can see he loves that as much as I do. I thought I wanted someone to push me around, but it turns out I want
someone to take me apart. While Ellison systematically dismantles every one of my barriers, I can't help but wonder if he'll
ever drop his for me. Does he even want to let me in, or am I too lost, too broken to fill his needs the way he fills mine? I
have to know, because now that I've had a taste of submission at his hand, I can't stop thinking about how good it felt to be
on my knees for him. Let's be honest here: I'm going to let this man break me into pieces. I only hope he'll be there to put
me back together again. Truth By His Hand is a 120,000 word contemporary gay romance with strong BDSM themes and
many explicit scenes. It's a standalone novel with a guaranteed happy ending.

Getting Started with p5.js
The Basics of Digital Forensics provides a foundation for people new to the digital forensics field. This book teaches you how
to conduct examinations by discussing what digital forensics is, the methodologies used, key tactical concepts, and the
tools needed to perform examinations. Details on digital forensics for computers, networks, cell phones, GPS, the cloud and
the Internet are discussed. Also, learn how to collect evidence, document the scene, and how deleted data can be
recovered. The new Second Edition of this book provides you with completely up-to-date real-world examples and all the
key technologies used in digital forensics, as well as new coverage of network intrusion response, how hard drives are
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organized, and electronic discovery. You'll also learn how to incorporate quality assurance into an investigation, how to
prioritize evidence items to examine (triage), case processing, and what goes into making an expert witness. The Second
Edition also features expanded resources and references, including online resources that keep you current, sample legal
documents, and suggested further reading. Learn what Digital Forensics entails Build a toolkit and prepare an investigative
plan Understand the common artifacts to look for in an exam Second Edition features all-new coverage of hard drives,
triage, network intrusion response, and electronic discovery; as well as updated case studies, expert interviews, and
expanded resources and references

Processing
The testament of a boy and a generation who came of age as the world came apart--a generation searching for a new way
to live. Casey Gerald comes to our fractured times as a uniquely visionary witness whose life has spanned seemingly
unbridgeable divides. His story begins at the end of the world: Dallas, New Year's Eve 1999, when he gathers with the
congregation of his grandfather's black evangelical church to see which of them will be carried off. His beautiful, fragile
mother disappears frequently and mysteriously; for a brief idyll, he and his sister live like Boxcar Children on her disability
checks. When Casey--following in the footsteps of his father, a gridiron legend who literally broke his back for the team--is
recruited to play football at Yale, he enters a world he's never dreamed of, the anteroom to secret societies and success on
Wall Street, in Washington, and beyond. But even as he attains the inner sanctums of power, Casey sees how the world
crushes those who live at its margins. He sees how the elite perpetuate the salvation stories that keep others from rising.
And he sees, most painfully, how his own ascension is part of the scheme. There Will Be No Miracles Here has the arc of a
classic rags-to-riches tale, but it stands the American Dream narrative on its head. If to live as we are is destroying us, it
asks, what would it mean to truly live? Intense, incantatory, shot through with sly humor and quiet fury, There Will Be No
Miracles Here inspires us to question--even shatter--and reimagine our most cherished myths.

Getting Started with Arduino
Impractical Python Projects is a collection of fun and educational projects designed to entertain programmers while
enhancing their Python skills. It picks up where the complete beginner books leave off, expanding on existing concepts and
introducing new tools that you'll use every day. And to keep things interesting, each project includes a zany twist featuring
historical incidents, pop culture references, and literary allusions. You'll flex your problem-solving skills and employ Python's
many useful libraries to do things like: - Help James Bond crack a high-tech safe with a hill-climbing algorithm - Write haiku
poems using Markov Chain Analysis - Use genetic algorithms to breed a race of gigantic rats - Crack the world's most
successful military cipher using cryptanalysis - Derive the anagram, "I am Lord Voldemort" using linguistical sieves - Plan
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your parents' secure retirement with Monte Carlo simulation - Save the sorceress Zatanna from a stabby death using
palingrams - Model the Milky Way and calculate our odds of detecting alien civilizations - Help the world's smartest woman
win the Monty Hall problem argument - Reveal Jupiter's Great Red Spot using optical stacking - Save the head of Mary,
Queen of Scots with steganography - Foil corporate security with invisible electronic ink Simulate volcanoes, map Mars, and
more, all while gaining valuable experience using free modules like Tkinter, matplotlib, Cprofile, Pylint, Pygame, Pillow, and
Python-Docx. Whether you're looking to pick up some new Python skills or just need a pick-me-up, you'll find endless
educational, geeky fun with Impractical Python Projects.

Beginning Graphics Programming with Processing 3
How presidents spark and sustain support for wars remains an enduring and significant problem. Korea was the first limited
war the U.S. experienced in the contemporary period - the first recent war fought for something less than total victory. In
Selling the Korean War , Steven Casey explores how President Truman and then Eisenhower tried to sell it to the American
public. Based on a massive array of primary sources, Casey subtly explores the government's selling activities from all
angles. He looks at the halting and sometimes chaotic efforts of Harry Truman and Dean Acheson, Dwight Eisenhower and
John Foster Dulles. He examines the relationships that they and their subordinates developed with a host of other
institutions, from Congress and the press to Hollywood and labor. And he assesses the complex and fraught interactions
between the military and war correspondents in the battlefield theater itself. From high politics to bitter media spats, Casey
guides the reader through the domestic debates of this messy, costly war. He highlights the actions and calculations of
colorful figures, including Senators Robert Taft and JHoseph McCarthy, and General Douglas MacArthur. He details how the
culture and work routines of Congress and the media influenced political tactics and daily news stories. And he explores
how different phases of the war threw up different problems - from the initial disasters in the summer of 1950 to the giddy
prospects of victory in October 1950, from the massive defeats in the wake of China's massive intervention to the lengthy
period of stalemate fighting in 1952 and 1953.

Generative Design
First Processing book on the market Processing is a nascent technology rapidly increasing in popularity Links with the
creators of Processing will help sell the book

Silence on Cold River
Learning Processing, Second Edition, is a friendly start-up guide to Processing, a free, open-source alternative to expensive
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software and daunting programming languages. Requiring no previous experience, this book is for the true programming
beginner. It teaches the basic building blocks of programming needed to create cutting-edge graphics applications including
interactive art, live video processing, and data visualization. Step-by-step examples, thorough explanations, hands-on
exercises, and sample code, supports your learning curve. A unique lab-style manual, the book gives graphic and web
designers, artists, and illustrators of all stripes a jumpstart on working with the Processing programming environment by
providing instruction on the basic principles of the language, followed by careful explanations of select advanced
techniques. The book has been developed with a supportive learning experience at its core. From algorithms and data
mining to rendering and debugging, it teaches object-oriented programming from the ground up within the fascinating
context of interactive visual media. This book is ideal for graphic designers and visual artists without programming
background who want to learn programming. It will also appeal to students taking college and graduate courses in
interactive media or visual computing, and for self-study. A friendly start-up guide to Processing, a free, open-source
alternative to expensive software and daunting programming languages No previous experience required—this book is for
the true programming beginner! Step-by-step examples, thorough explanations, hands-on exercises, and sample code
supports your learning curve
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Describes the principles of algorighmic art along with examples of generative art and tutorials using the processing
programming language to create the images found in the book.

Getting Started with Processing
Processing is a free, beginner-friendly programming language designed to help non-programmers create interactive art with
code. The SparkFun Guide to Processing, the first in the SparkFun Electronics series, will show you how to craft digital
artwork and even combine that artwork with hardware so that it reacts to the world around you. Start with the basics of
programming and animation as you draw colorful shapes and make them bounce around the screen. Then move on to a
series of hands-on, step-by-step projects that will show you how to: –Make detailed pixel art and scale it to epic proportions
–Write a maze game and build a MaKey MaKey controller with fruit buttons –Play, record, and sample audio to create your
own soundboard –Fetch weather data from the Web and build a custom weather dashboard –Create visualizations that
change based on sound, light, and temperature readings With a little imagination and Processing as your paintbrush, you’ll
be on your way to coding your own gallery of digital art in no time! Put on your artist’s hat, and begin your DIY journey by
learning some basic programming and making your first masterpiece with The SparkFun Guide to Processing. The code in
this book is compatible with Processing 2 and Processing 3.
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Learning Processing
Learn how to use the Processing programming language and environment to create Android applications with ease. This
book covers the basics of the Processing language, allowing users to effectively program interactive graphics in 2D and 3D.
It also details the application of these techniques to different types of Android devices (smartphones, tablets, wearables and
smartwatches). Processing for Android walks you through the steps of taking an initial idea to a final app. With this book,
you will be able to write engaging apps with interactive visuals driven by motion and location information obtained from the
device’s sensors; including health data from the wearer, like step count and heart rate. An advantage of Processing for
Android over more complex programming environments is the ability for users to focus on the interactions and visual
output of their code rather than in the implementation details of the Android platform. This book goes through a
comprehensive series of hand-on projects, ranging from simple sketches to more complex projects involving sensors and
integration with larger apps. It also covers important aspects such as exporting your Processing projects as signed apps are
ready to upload to the Google Play store and be share with the world! What You'll Learn Write apps and live wallpapers for
smartphones and tablets Design and implement interactive watch faces Create Virtual Reality experiences for Cardboard
devices Integrate Processing sketches into larger apps and Android Studio Export projects as completed apps ready to
distribute through Google Play Store Who This Book Is For Artists, designers, students, researchers, and hobbyists who are
not necessarily Android experts, but are looking to write mobile apps that make creative use of interactive graphics, sensor
data, and virtual reality.

Making Things See
Providing an introduction to the ideas of computer programming within the context of the visual arts, this thorough book
targets an audience of computer-savvy individuals who are interested in creating interactive and visual work through
writing software but have little or no prior experience. --

There Will Be No Miracles Here
When the first edition of Poultry Meat Processing was published, it provided a complete presentation of the theoretical and
practical aspects of poultry meat processing, exploring the complex mix of biology, chemistry, engineering, marketing, and
economics involved. Upholding its reputation as the most comprehensive text available, Poultry Meat Pro

Programming the Raspberry Pi: Getting Started with Python
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Provides information on the methods of visualizing data on the Web, along with example projects and code.

Selling the Korean War
Program your own Raspberry Pi projects Create innovative programs and fun games on your tiny yet powerful Raspberry Pi.
In this book, electronics guru Simon Monk explains the basics of Raspberry Pi application development, while providing
hands-on examples and ready-to-use scripts. See how to set up hardware and software, write and debug applications,
create user-friendly interfaces, and control external electronics. Do-it-yourself projects include a hangman game, an LED
clock, and a software-controlled roving robot. Boot up and configure your Raspberry Pi Navigate files, folders, and menus
Create Python programs using the IDLE editor Work with strings, lists, and functions Use and write your own libraries,
modules, and classes Add Web features to your programs Develop interactive games with Pygame Interface with devices
through the GPIO port Build a Raspberry Pi Robot and LED Clock Build professional-quality GUIs using Tkinter

Made Holy
Beginning Graphics Programming with Processing 3 A guide to creating exciting computer graphics with the popular
Processing language This book aims to teach the Processing programming language to both non-programmers and
experienced programmers alike. Using the book, anyone can learn to create visually stunning graphics and animations,
regardless of prior experience, and how to utilise them in web pages and Android applications If you are new to
programming this unique book will take you through the fundamentals of graphics and object-oriented programming from
first principals using the exciting graphics of the Processing language to bring your programs to life and provide visual
feedback of your progress with examples and explanations of all the steps along the way New and experienced
programmers alike will soon be creating stunning static and animated graphics programs using lines, shapes and colour,
and interacting with the keyboard and mouse to make exciting, dynamic graphics that change with input from the user
before moving on to advanced topics such as: - image manipulation - trigonometry - curve physics - acceleration - 3D
graphics The book concludes with a comprehensive introduction to Processing's Programming Modes that provides concrete
examples of using your new-found graphics programming skills. You will learn how to use: - Javascript mode to embed your
graphics into web pages - Android mode to create amazing graphics and games for Android devices The possibilities are
truly endless Welcome to the exciting world of graphics programming!

Truth by His Hand
Sunday Times bestselling author and foster carer Casey Watson’s first heartbreaking memoir. Justin was five years old; his
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brothers two and three. Their mother, a heroin addict, had left them alone again. Later that day, after trying to burn down
the family home, Justin was taken into care.

Generative Art
According to pastor and spiritual director Casey Tygrett, how we hold and carry our memories—good and bad—is a part of
what forms us spiritually. In this way we have a common bond with the people of Scripture who also had a sensory life. In
these pages Tygrett explores the power of memory and offers biblical texts and practices to guide us in bringing our
memories to God for spiritual transformation.

Impractical Python Projects
In haunting prose that will follow you for days to come, Made Holy tells the story of the American family. Love, loss, and
addiction entwine in this moving debut collection. Emily Arnason Casey employs the lyric imagination to probe memory and
the ever-shifting lens of time as she seeks to make sense of the disease that haunts her maternal family tree and the
alchemy of loss and longing. The lakes of her childhood in Minnesota form the interior landscape of this book, a kind of
watery nostalgia for something just beyond her reach. “I know this feeling,” she writes. “We travel along the surface of time
and then suddenly the layers give way and we are in another year, another body, another place.” Casey’s willingness to
honestly examine the past and present with contemplative lyricism offers fresh perspective and new understanding. In
electric moments that are utterly relatable, she weaves a tale of love and commitment to the truth of her experience
despite the incredible desire to keep alive a legacy of secrets. Like the mullein plant she invokes in the final essay, these
essays form a kind of “guardian to the lost.”

The SparkFun Guide to Processing
Beginning Arduino Programming allows you to quickly and intuitively develop your programming skills through sketching in
code. This clear introduction provides you with an understanding of the basic framework for developing Arduino code,
including the structure, syntax, functions, and libraries needed to create future projects. You will also learn how to program
your Arduino interface board to sense the physical world, to control light, movement, and sound, and to create objects with
interesting behavior. With Beginning Arduino Programming, you'll get the knowledge you need to master the fundamental
aspects of writing code on the Arduino platform, even if you have never before written code. It will have you ready to take
the next step: to explore new project ideas, new kinds of hardware, contribute back to the open source community, and
even take on more programming languages.
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Start Spinning
Presents an introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform.

The Connected Child: Bring Hope and Healing to Your Adoptive Family
A guide to creating computer applications using Microsoft Kinect features instructions on using the device with different
operating systems, using 3D scanning technology, and building robot arms, all using open source programming language.

Learn JavaScript with p5.js
Create mobile apps for Android phones and tablets using Processing, the free graphics-savvy language and development
environment.

Casey Reas: Making Pictures with Generative Adversarial Networks
"An extremely useful parenting handbook truly outstanding strongly recommended." --Library Journal (starred review) "A
tremendous resource for parents and professionals alike." --Thomas Atwood, president and CEO, National Council for
Adoption The adoption of a child is always a joyous moment in the life of a family. Some adoptions, though, present unique
challenges. Welcoming these children into your family--and addressing their special needs--requires care, consideration,
and compassion. Written by two research psychologists specializing in adoption and attachment, The Connected Child will
help you: Build bonds of affection and trust with your adopted child Effectively deal with any learning or behavioral
disorders Discipline your child with love without making him or her feel threatened "A must-read not only for adoptive
parents, but for all families striving to correct and connect with their children." --Carol S. Kranowitz, author of The Out-ofSync Child "Drs. Purvis and Cross have thrown a life preserver not only to those just entering uncharted waters, but also to
those struggling to stay afloat." --Kathleen E. Morris, editor of S. I. Focus magazine "Truly an exceptional, innovative work . .
. compassionate, accessible, and founded on a breadth of scientific knowledge and clinical expertise." --Susan Livingston
Smith, program director, Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute "The Connected Child is the literary equivalent of an airline
oxygen mask and instructions: place the mask over your own face first, then over the nose of your child. This book first
assists the parent, saying, in effect, 'Calm down, you're not the first mom or dad in the world to face this hurdle, breathe
deeply, then follow these simple steps.' The sense of not facing these issues alone--the relief that your child's behavior is
not off the charts--is hugely comforting. Other children have behaved this way; other parents have responded thusly;
welcome to the community of therapeutic and joyful adoptive families." --Melissa Fay Greene, author of There is No Me
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Without You: One Woman's Odyssey to Rescue Africa's Children

Revit 2020 for Architecture
Fiction. When life is upended, what do you do? Do you remain as you were, trapped in a form of stasis? Or do you accept
your losses and move forward? These questions and more are the heart of THE HANDSOME MAN. These linked stories follow
several years of the life of a young man as he is drawn around the world: from Toronto to Montreal, New York, Ohio, New
Mexico, British Columbia, Berlin, Rome, and Northern Ontario, along the way meeting hippies, healers, drinkers, movie
stars, old friends, and welcoming strangers. He isn't travelling, however; he's running away. But as far and fast as he runs,
the world won't let him disappear, and each new encounter and every lost soul he meets along this journey brings him
closer and closer to certain truths he'd locked away: how to trust, how to live in this world, and most of all, how to love
again. "I admire the emotional openness, tenderness and deeply uncynical tone of THE HANDSOME MAN, a novel-in-stories
that feels unlike anything else I've read recently. Brad Casey's fiction debut is a gem that celebrates little blips of happiness
and small, elusive moments of genuine human connection."--Guillaume Morissette "if yu want a book uv amayzing n
brillyant prose short storeez that ar long in theyr implikaysyuns look no furthr ths wundrful book is what yu ar looking 4 ths
is beautiful writing with full orchestraysyun n minimalist accents enjoy"--bill bissett

Arduino For Dummies
Bring your ideas to life with the latest Arduino hardware and software Arduino is an affordable and readily available
hardware development platform based around an open source, programmable circuit board. You can combine this
programmable chip with a variety of sensors and actuators to sense your environment around you and control lights,
motors, and sound. This flexible and easy-to-use combination of hardware and software can be used to create interactive
robots, product prototypes and electronic artwork, whether you’re an artist, designer or tinkerer. Arduino For Dummies is a
great place to start if you want to find out about Arduino and make the most of its incredible capabilities. It helps you
become familiar with Arduino and what it involves, and offers inspiration for completing new and exciting projects. • Covers
the latest software and hardware currently on the market • Includes updated examples and circuit board diagrams in
addition to new resource chapters • Offers simple examples to teach fundamentals needed to move onto more advanced
topics • Helps you grasp what’s possible with this fantastic little board Whether you’re a teacher, student, programmer,
hobbyist, hacker, engineer, designer, or scientist, get ready to learn the latest this new technology has to offer!

Visualizing Data
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Learn coding from scratch in a highly engaging and visual manner using the vastly popular JavaScript with the programming
library p5.js. The skills you will acquire from this book are highly transferable to a myriad of industries and can be used
towards building web applications, programmable robots, or generative art. You'll gain the proper context so that you can
build a strong foundation for programming. This book won’t hinder your momentum with irrelevant technical or theoretical
points. The aim is to build a strong, but not overly excessive knowledge to get you up and running with coding. If you want
to program creative visuals and bring that skill set to a field of your your choice, then Learn JavaScript with p5.js is the book
for you. What You'll Learn Code from scratch and create computer graphics with JavaScript and the p5.js library Gain the
necessary skills to move into your own creative projects Create graphics and interactive experiences using Processing
Program using JavaScript and p5.js and secondarily in creating visuals Who This Book is For Artists or a visual designers.
Also, those who want to learn the fundamentals of programming through visual examples.

Beginning Arduino Programming
In this first non-technical introduction to emerging AI techniques, artist Casey Reas explores what it's like to make pictures
with generative adversarial networks (GANs), specifically deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGANs).
This text is imagined as a primer for readers interested in creative applications of AI technologies. Ideally, readers will
explore the strategies of this emerging field as outlined, and remix them to suit their desires. We hope to inspire future
research and collaboration, and to encourage a rigorous discussion about art in the age of machine intelligence.

The Boy No One Loved: A Heartbreaking True Story of Abuse, Abandonment and Betrayal
The updated 2020 edition of the popular step-by-step tutorial for Revit Architecture Shortly after its first publication,
Autodesk Revit for Architecture: No Experience Required quickly became the market-leading, real-world guide for learning
and building with Revit—the powerful and sophisticated Building Information Modeling (BIM) software used by professionals
the world over. Fully updated for Revit 2020, this popular, user-friendly book helps you learn the Revit interface, understand
the fundamental concepts and features of the software, and design, document, and present a 3D BIM project. A continuous,
step-by-step tutorial guides you through every phase of the project: from placing walls, doors, windows, structural
elements, dimensions, and text, to generating documentation, advanced detailing, site grading, construction scheduling,
material takeoffs, and much more. Updated and revised to include new content, this invaluable guide covers all the
fundamental skills every Revit user needs. Whether used as a complete, start-to-finish lesson or as a quick-reference for
unfamiliar tasks, this book will help you: Learn each phase of designing, documenting, and presenting a four-story office
building using a simple yet engaging continuous tutorial Follow the tutorial sequentially or jump to any chapter by
downloading the project files from the Sybex website Use the start-to-finish tutorial project as a reference for your own realPage 13/16
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world projects and to develop a powerful Revit skillset Gain thorough knowledge of Revit’s essential concepts and features
to make the move from 2D drafting to 3D building information modeling Get up to speed with advanced features, including
new coverage of advanced walls, families, sites, topography, and more Autodesk Revit 2020 for Architecture No Experience
Required is the go-to guide for both professionals and students seeking to learn Revit's essential functions quickly and
effectively, to understand real workplace projects, processes, and workflows, and to set the stage for continuing on to more
advanced skills.

Processing for Android
For knitters, crocheters, and weavers ready to make their own yarn, this handy guide provides detailed instructions for
spinning both on a spindle and a wheel, and offers a special section devoted to troubleshooting and wheel maintenance
that keeps projects on track. It offers a comprehensive look at the various available fiber options, choosing and preparing
each type of fiber for use, and crafting these materials into ready-to-work pieces. A final chapter on the various uses of
spun yarn focuses on project planning, with definitions and context for measuring wraps per inch, determining yards for
specific projects, and choosing a yarn size.

The Basics of Digital Forensics
A single line of code offers a way to understand the cultural context of computing. This book takes a single line of code--the
extremely concise BASIC program for the Commodore 64 inscribed in the title--and uses it as a lens through which to
consider the phenomenon of creative computing and the way computer programs exist in culture. The authors of this
collaboratively written book treat code not as merely functional but as a text--in the case of 10 PRINT, a text that appeared
in many different printed sources--that yields a story about its making, its purpose, its assumptions, and more. They
consider randomness and regularity in computing and art, the maze in culture, the popular BASIC programming language,
and the highly influential Commodore 64 computer.

As I Recall
Processing opened up the world of programming to artists, designers, educators, and beginners. This short book gently
introduces the core concepts of computer programming and working with Processing. Written by the co-founders of the
Processing project, Reas and Fry, Getting Started with Processing shows you how easy it is to make software and systems
with interactive graphics. If you're an artist looking to develop interactive graphics programs or a programmer on your way
to becoming an artist, this book will take you where you want to go. Updated with new material on graphics manipulation,
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data, and for the latest version of Processing.

Getting Started with Processing.py
With p5.js, you can think of your entire Web browser as your canvas for sketching with code! Learn programming the fun
way--by sketching with interactive computer graphics! Getting Started with p5.js contains techniques that can be applied to
creating games, animations, and interfaces. p5.js is a new interpretation of Processing written in JavaScript that makes it
easy to interact with HTML5 objects, including text, input, video, webcam, and sound. Like its older sibling Processing, p5.js
makes coding accessible for artists, designers, educators, and beginners. Written by the lead p5.js developer and the
founders of Processing, this book provides an introduction to the creative possibilities of today's Web, using JavaScript and
HTML. With Getting Started with p5.js, you'll: Quickly learn programming basics, from variables to objects Understand the
fundamentals of computer graphics Create interactive graphics with easy-to-follow projects Learn to apply data
visualization techniques Capture and manipulate webcam audio and video feeds in the browser
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